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Abstract—This work describes the implementation of a discrete
cosine transform (DCT) core compression system targetted to
low-power video (MPEG2 MP@ML) and still-image (JPEG)
applications. It exhibits two innovative techniques for arithmetic
operation reduction in the DCT computation context along with
standard voltage scaling techniques such as pipelining and parallelism. The first method dynamically minimizes the bitwidth of
arithmetic operations in the presence of data spatial correlation.
The second method trades off power dissipation and image
compression quality (arithmetic precision.) The chip dissipates
4.38 mW at 14 MHz and 1.56 V.
Index Terms—Discrete cosine transform, low power DSP, video
compression.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ECENTLY, there has been significant interest in portable
electronic devices with digital signal-processing (DSP)
capabilities. Applications include portable video, wireless
communications, and sensor data processing. This paper
focuses on two novel aspects of low-power DSP system design:
Exploitation of correlation and reduced data dynamic range
for switching activity reduction and precision reduction for
computation related to perceptually insignificant data.
The case study presented in this paper is a low-power discrete
cosine transform (DCT) core processor with direct applications
to video and still-image compression systems (MPEG, JPEG).
The main design ideas can be adapted to other DSP contexts
where the input data exhibit substantial correlation or reduced
dynamic range. Two innovative techniques have been developed
for arithmetic activity reduction. The first method exploits the
fact that image pixels are locally well correlated and exhibit a
certain number of common most significant bits (MSB’s). These
bits constitute a common-mode dc offset that only affects the
computation of the dc DCT coefficient and is irrelevant for the
computation of the higher spectral coefficients. This observation
follows directly from the linearity of the transform. The DCT
chip uses adaptive-bitwidth distributed arithmetic (DA) computation units that reject common MSB’s for all ac coefficient
computations, resulting in arithmetic operations with reduced
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bitwidth operands and thus reducing switching activity. We call
this method MSB rejection (MSBR).
The second method exploits the fact that in image and video
compression applications, the DCT is always followed by
a quantization step, which essentially reduces the precision
of the visually insignificant higher spatial frequencies. The
DCT chip allows the user to program statically the maximum
desired precision of each spectral coefficient on a row-by-row
basis so that no unnecessary computation is performed if the
precision will be lost anyway due to quantization. Additional
dynamic adaptation in computation precision is provided
by a row–column peak-to-peak detector that classifies each
block row and column into one of four classes of computation
precision for maximizing image peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) and minimizing the number of arithmetic operations.
We call this method row–column classification (RCC). The
chip user can define precisely all four classes in addition to the
desired precision per coefficient per class.
II. BACKGROUND
Past researchers have designed DSP subsystems that take advantage of reduced dynamic range and reduced precision tolerance. Nielsen and Sparso [1], [2] have proposed a sliced data
path for a digital hearing-aid filter bank that exploits small magnitude arithmetic inputs for low power. The arithmetic data path
has been partitioned in an MSB and a least significant bit (LSB)
slice. The MSB slice is only enabled when the input bitwidth requires it. Activation of the slices is performed by using special
data tags that indicate the presence of sign extension bits in the
MSB input slice. Additional circuit overhead is required for the
computation and update of tags. Moreover, dynamic bitwidth
adaptation is very coarse and can only be performed on a slice
basis.
Ludwig et al.[3] have demonstrated an approximate filtering
technique, which dynamically reduces the filter order based on
the input data characteristics. More specifically, the number of
taps of a frequency-selective finite-impulse response filter is
dynamically varied based on the estimated stopband energy of
the input signal. The resulting stopband energy of the output
signal is always kept under a predefined threshold. This technique results in power savings of a factor of six for speech inputs. Larsson and Nikol [4], [5] have demonstrated an an adaptive scheme for dynamically reducing the input amplitude of
a Booth-encoded multiplier to the lowest acceptable precision
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Since the DA mechanization is essentially a bit-serial dot
product operation, it exhibits successive approximation properties if it is performed MSB first. Each successive intermediate
dot product value within the RESULT register is closer to the
final value in a stochastic sense. A detailed derivation can be
found in [8].
III. DCT ALGORITHM AND CHIP ARCHITECTURE
The DCT processor implements a row–column distributed
arithmetic version of the Chen [9] fast DCT algorithm
enhanced with the activity-reduction methods outlined in Section I, namely, MSB rejection and row–column classification.
The first step of the Chen algorithm is a factorization of the
DCT-II [10] matrix such that the subsequent computation of the
even coefficients is fully separated from the computation of the
odd coefficients. The 8-point one-dimensional (1-D) DCT can
be expressed as follows:

Fig. 1.

(1)

Distributed arithmetic ROM and accumulator structure.

level in an adaptive digital equalizer. Their scheme simply involves an arithmetic shift (multiplication/division by a power of
two) of the multiplier input depending on the value of the error
at the equalizer output. They report power savings of 20%.
The present chip will demonstrate arithmetic units that can be
easily adapted to reject sign extension bits at a very fine granularity and can dynamically vary their bitwidth at runtime. All
arithmetic operations in the core processor are executed by distributed arithmetic units, which do not require the use of a multiplier. The distributed arithmetic computation mechanization is
a very important component of the system, and its properties are
heavily exploited for power reduction.
DA [6], [7] is a bit-serial operation that computes the inner
product of two vectors (one of which is a constant) in parallel. Its
main advantage is the efficiency of mechanization and the fact
that no multiply operations are necessary. DA has an inherent
bit-serial nature, but this disadvantage can be completely hidden
if the number of bits in each variable vector coefficient is equal
or similar to the number of elements in each vector.
Fig. 1 shows a detailed example of a distributed arithmetic
computation. The structure shown computes the dot product of
a four-element vector and a constant vector . All 16 possible
are
linear combinations of the constant vector elements
stored in a ROM. The variable vector is repackaged to form
the ROM address most significant bit first. We have assumed
elements are 4-bit 2's-complement integers (bit 3 is
that the
the sign bit.) Every clock cycle the RESULT register adds 2
its previous value (reset to zero) to the current ROM contents.
Moreover, during each cycle, the four registers that hold the four
elements of the vector are shifted to the right. The sign timing
is activated when the ROM is addressed by bit 3 of
pulse
the vector elements (sign). In this case, the adder subtracts the
current ROM contents from the accumulator state. After four
elements), the dot product has been
cycles (bitwidth of the
produced within the RESULT register.

(2)

where

(3)
Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the system architecture. It
consists of two 8-point 1-D DCT stages with a transposition
memory structure (TRAM) in between. The TRAM design is
described in [11].
We first concentrate on the basic functionality of this subsystem, ignoring for the moment the row and column classifiers
that reduce the computation precision and the control blocks
named MSB rejection that implement a sliding computation
window that rejects common most significant bits and sign
extension bits for the core computations.
Input pels are shifted into registers D0–D7 of the first stage at
a rate of one sample per clock. The subsequent column of adders
and subtractors perform the first “butterfly” step contained in the
last column vectors of (1) and (2). Data are then loaded into eight
shift registers that repackage the data into two 4-bit addresses
that serially feed the ROM and accumulators (RAC0–RAC7)
MSB first. Each ROM and accumulator structure (RAC) is a
distributed arithmetic structure (Fig. 1) that implements the dot
product of the four-element even (odd) processed pel vector and
a row of the 4 4 coefficient matrix in (1) and (2). The ROM
within each RAC contains linear combinations of the coefficient
matrices row vector elements. Once every eight cycles (given
that pel sums and differences are rounded to 8 bits), the eight
dot products have assumed their final values within each RAC.
The ROM within each RAC is a 16 by 10-bit-wide structure,
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Fig. 2. DCT core processor block diagram.

Fig. 3.

DCT ROM and accumulator.

whereas the adder is 20 bits wide to accommodate continuously
increasing operands due to the left logical shift in the accumulator feedback path. A detailed diagram of the DCT RAC’s is
shown in Fig. 3. The ROM contents are labelled as follows. If
is replaced with a row of either
the row vector
constant matrix in (1) and (2), the resulting RAC computes the
vector element in the same row position as the matrix row on

the left-hand side of (1) and (2). We defer the discussion of the
qualifying pulse until Section III-A.
Subsequent processing involves loading the results of the
eight distributed arithmetic computations in a transposition
structure (first stage) or loading in an eight-wide parallel-to-serial register that will output the coefficient stream at a rate of
one sample per clock (second stage.)
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Fig. 4. MSB equality detection and sign extension detection example.

Incoming pels are 8-bit-wide unsigned integers. The result of
the butterfly step is 9-bit 2's-complement and is rounded to 8
bits. The results of the first-stage eight DA computations are
20-bit 2's-complement and are rounded to 11-bit 2's-complement before being passed to the second stage. The result of the
second-stage butterfly stage is 12-bit 2's-complement rounded
to 11-bit 2's-complement. Second-stage RAC’s 1–7 use only
eight significant bits of those 11 (using a sliding computation
window, as explained in Section III-A). RAC0 though uses the
full 11 bits due to its high visual significance. The results of all
RAC’s are 20-bit 2's-complement rounded to 12-bit 2's-complement before being shifted out of the chip.
A. MSB Rejection
We now focus on the mechanics of MSB rejection. Let us
focus on the top half of the block diagram (both stages) in Fig. 2.
Due to spatial correlation in natural images, pel sums
[(1)] are likely to have a number of
equal most significant bits. By definition, all distributed arithmetic ROM’s store zero at address zero. Moreover, the ROM’s
within RAC1, RAC2, and RAC3 also store a zero at location
15 (0xF). Let us recall that location 0xF in a distributed arithmetic ROM stores the sum of all elements of the constant vector
(Fig. 3). We observe from (1) that all the rows of the 4 4 coefficient matrix except for the top row have elements that sum
up to zero. Therefore, locations 0xF within those corresponding
three ROM’s store a zero. As a result of the observation above,
we conclude that equal MSB’s among pel sums have no effect
on the total outcome of RAC1–RAC3 and can therefore be discarded from the computation. The boxes labelled MSB equality
detection detect the first different bit among pel sums starting
from the most significant bit position. This information is used
to produce the qualifying pulse of Fig. 3 and only enable RAC’s
1–3 when the address at the corresponding ROM inputs refers
to a non-zero-valued ROM location. An example of MSB rejection is shown in Fig. 4(a).
RAC’s 1–3 therefore need less than eight cycles on average
to compute their corresponding dot products. This reduced duty
cycle is exploited with the mechanism outlined in Fig. 3 that
disables the RAC’s in question in the presence of irrelevant inputs. We note that RAC0 has nonzero content at location 0xF
(4A according to (1)) and therefore does not participate in this
scheme. It is always clocked.
A similar method (but not 100% equivalent) has been applied
[(2)] at
to the pel differences

Fig. 5.

Comparison of DCT additions (no RCC).

the bottom half of Fig. 2 (both stages). Equation (2) implies that
RAC’s 4–7 do not store zeroes at locations 0xF because the rows
of the corresponding coefficient matrix do not sum to zero. Yet,
another important observation implies that MSB rejection can
be applied. Differences of highly correlated samples are very
likely to result in small positive or negative values. Obviously,
sign extension bits (either 0 for positive or 1 for negative values)
do not affect the distributed arithmetic final results. The boxes
labelled Sign Extension Detection detect the first different nonsign extension bit among the four pel differences. This information is used to reduce the duty cycle of RAC’s 4–7 in a fashion
equivalent to the method applied to the pel sums. An example
of sign extension detection is shown in Fig. 4(b).
The MSB rejection method can reduce substantially the
number of arithmetic operations required in the presence of correlated inputs without loss in arithmetic precision. To quantify
this statement, we have compared the total number of additions
per block required by our MSBR-enhanced DCT algorithm
with that of the conventional Chen algorithm [9] (distributed
arithmetic implementation) that performs a constant number of
operations per block. Fig. 5 displays the number of additions
per block required for the first 1000 blocks of test image
Peppers. The results plotted only include computation savings
due to MSB rejection. The graph also displays the number of
additions required for the distributed arithmetic version of the
Chen algorithm. We observe that our MSBR-enhanced DCT
algorithm requires about 40% fewer additions than the standard
Chen algorithm. We note that both computation algorithms
displayed in Fig. 5 include an equal number of ROM accesses
in addition to the required additions. MSBR also results in
reduced ROM accesses by the same percentage (40%).
B. Row–Column Classification
As opposed to MSBR, row–column classification (RCC) reduces the overall signal activity by introducing a small error in
the arithmetic computation. RCC sets a dynamic upper bound
on the number of clocks that each RAC in Fig. 2 will use to
compute its corresponding dot product. As described in Section II, the DA operation (MSB first) can be thought of as a
successive approximation operation where each cycle an extra
bit from each element of the data vector is used to refine the
final result. The RAC cycle upper bounds are implemented by
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Fig. 6. Traditional versus proposed adaptive transform framework.

Fig. 7. Correlation between proposed and standard classifier.

user-programmable state registers within the chip and coupling
to the preexistent (for MSBR) accumulator clock gating mechanism. The state registers store a clock mask, which is ANDed
with the clock mask generated by the MSB rejection mechanism. The cycle upper bounds refer to the maximum number
of clock cycles a RAC is being clocked after MSB rejection
has eliminated common most significant bits from the serial address registers. The user has serial access to the state registers
through an IEEE Standard 1149.1-1990 test access port (TAP).
When the maximum number of cycles for a particular RAC has
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been reached and there are still data bits that await processing,
the RAC simply powers down and uses its current dot product
as an approximation of the final result. Please note that due
to our MSB-first implementation of the distributed arithmetic
unit (Fig. 3), stopping a RAC before it reaches its final value
introduces scaling by a factor 2 , where is the number of
remaining cycles required to complete the computation using
full precision. An additional shift-only feedback path has been
provided in each RAC (Fig. 3), which does not engage either
the ROM nor the adder in order to undo this scaling. Dynamic
adaptivity in this precision reduction mechanism is introduced
for image-quality maximization. In order to minimize the truncation noise introduced by the cycle upper bounds described
above, we employ a row classifier for the first 1-D stage and
a column classifier in the second 1-D stage. The idea is to have
increased cycle upper bounds for rows (columns) that exhibit
high “activity” (low correlation) and decreased bounds for rows
(columns) exhibiting low activity (high correlation). Chip-level
simulation results indicated that such a scheme will reduce the
mean square error introduced for constant average RAC duty
cycle.
Block classifiers proposed in the literature [12]–[14] cannot
be applied in the present case because they all assume the availability of ac DCT coefficients and are a function of such coefficients. Fig. 6 illustrates the difference between previously proposed classification schemes and the current approach. The difference stems form the fact that we wish to use classification as
a means to reduce computation while keeping quantization parameters constant as opposed to using classification for adapting
quantization step sizes.
Our requirements for an appropriate classifier geared to DCT
computation reduction are the following:
• The classifier must be a function of the space-domain pels
and not a function of the transform-domain coefficients.
• The classifier must be substantially correlated to prior
proven classifiers such as the absolute sum of ac coefficients [12].
• The classifier must be a simple and easily computed function of the space-domain pels. It should not add substantially to the total computational load; otherwise energy
savings will not be achieved.
We found that the peak-to-peak pixel amplitude per each row
(PPA) has the potential to meet all three requirements. It is a
and is
function of the space-domain pels
easy to compute. Furthermore, it exhibits substantial correlation
with a widely used classifier

(4)
are the DCT block spectral coefficients and
.
where
Fig. 7 shows a scatter plot for the natural image Peppers that
indicates substantial correlation between the proposed and standard classifier for both DCT stages. Table I lists the sample correlation between the two classifiers for a set of 11 test images.
Fig. 8 shows the cumulative distribution function for the PPA
classifier for both DCT stages. The data have been collected
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TABLE II
RAC CYCLE UPPER LIMITS (MAXIMUM COMPUTATION BITWIDTH) PER CLASS

Fig. 8.

Image row/column classification threshold determination.

TABLE I
SAMPLE CORRELATION OF PPA VERSUS AC DCT
COEFFICIENT SUM CLASSIFIER FOR 11 TEST IMAGES

from the set of 11 images listed in Table I. We choose to divide all rows into four different classes defined by the 25, 50,
and 75% ordinates of the distribution in agreement with [13].
Such classification results in equally populated classes. The PPA
thresholds for each class are 6, 15, and 37 for stage 0 and 5, 12,
and 29 for stage 1. A systematic stepwise optimal procedure
has been developed [15] for tabulation of cycle upper bound
limits per RAC per class versus desired output quality (PSNR).
This procedure indicated that the cycle upper bounds listed in
Table II provide high PSNR’s for a set of natural images. RAC0
in both stages has no cycle limit whatsoever and always carries

its computation to full precision due to its maximum visual significance.
RCC is a simple and elegant way of trading off power dissipation and image quality with minimal circuit overhead (monitoring and clock gating mechanisms) and minimal image quality
degradation in the mean-square-error sense. The PPA classifier
is computed at each stage on a row (stage 0) or column (stage
1) basis using the circuit of Fig. 9. This subsystem is contained
within the row/column classifier blocks of Fig. 2. The two comparators ensure that register D0 holds the row (column) maximum element and D1 holds the row (column) minimum element. The subtractor computes the maximum absolute difference (PPA classifier). The classifier is compared downstream
with three user-supplied thresholds, and the row (column) class
identifier (0–3) is computed. The class identifier is used to select the appropriate set of RAC cycle upper limits (Table II) for
the distributed arithmetic computations.
IV. CIRCUIT DESIGN
The DCT chip uses a total of 16 20-bit adders, one in each
RAC unit. The 20-bit carry-bypass adder shown in Fig. 10 is
used. The bypass adder has been chosen because it has a short
critical path at the expense of only a small increase in area. Its
operation is very simple. The full adders are divided among cascaded groups of four. Although in a carry-bypass adder minimum delay is obtained when the adder groups have variable
numbers of full adders per block, we decided not to implement
this scheme mainly for layout considerations. When all the propagate signals within a certain full adder group are high, then the
carry from the previous group is forwarded instead of the locally
generated one without any change in I/O behavior. The critical
path of the adder in Fig. 10 is exercised when a carry is generated within the (A0, B0, S0) full adder and propagated all the
way to the (A19, B19, S19) full adder. This critical path is approximately eight full adders plus four multiplexer delays. The
addition of four more extra bits of arithmetic bitwidth adds a
single multiplexer delay to the critical path.
The full adder used is shown in Fig. 11. It has been selected
because the propagate (P) signal necessary for the carry-bypass
operation is computed explicitly, and due to its very small
carry-in to carry-out delay. While cascading the full adders
to form the 20-bit adder of Fig. 10, we exploit the fact that a
full adder is fully complementary (input complements produce
output complements) to avoid unnecessary inversions in the
carry propagation path.
Fig. 12 shows the circuit that detects common most significant bits and computes a clock mask that is used to disable RAC
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Fig. 9. Row/column classifier implementation.

Fig. 10.

20-bit carry-bypass adder.

N8 detect the presence of all ones or all zeroes at the input, respectively. The cascading of the outputs through the NAND gates
and inverters activates all the remaining downstream mask bits
as soon as the first bit position is found where 8-bit-wide inputs A, B, C, and D have different bits. The computed clock
mask (CLKMASK) bits indicate when RAC units 1–3 should
be clocked (1 in the corresponding bit position) and when not
(0 in the corresponding bit position.)
V. PHYSICAL DESIGN AND TEST RESULTS
Fig. 11. Full adder used in the DCT chip.

units 1, 2, and 3 of each stage when the ROM address inputs
do not affect the computation. This circuit operates on the four
sums (A7-0, B7-0, C7-0, D7-0) of the “butterfly” additions of
each stage (Fig. 2). Transistors N1, N2, N3, N4 and N5, N6, N7,

The chip has been fabricated in a triple-metal 0.6- m 5-V
CMOS process. The annotated chip microphotograph is shown
in Fig. 13. The blocks labelled “MSB rejection” and “sign
detection,” in addition to the clock mask generation mechanisms, include distributed control circuits and clock generators
and buffers for the RAC units of both stages. Moreover, each
contains a 128-bit JTAG register (visible as a dark rectangular
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Fig. 12. MSB rejection circuit.

Fig. 13.

DCT chip microphotograph.

box within each block) that stores cycle upper bounds (four
per class per RAC). These registers are all accessible through
the IEEE 1149.1-1990 TAP. The block labelled “JTAG” contains the IEEE 1149.1 instruction register and the finite-state
machine (TAP controller), which controls serial access to all

JTAG-accessible registers. The core area of the DCT chip (not
including the I/O pad frame) measures 14.5 mm and includes
approximately 120-K transistors. The chip specifications are
summarized in Table III. The DCT chip is functional over a
wide range of frequencies and power supplies, as can be seen
from the schmoo plot of Fig. 14.
More than 150 000 separate power measurements on a
block-by-block basis have been taken using natural images
in addition to artificially generated data in order to fully
characterize the chip power dissipation. The results of our
power measurements (average 1 standard deviation) on a
64-element block basis are plotted in Fig. 15 versus the sample
standard deviation of the 64 block elements. The image block
frequency histogram versus standard deviation is also shown
on the same plot. We observe that according to the design
goal, power dissipation shows strong dependence with data
correlation (more MSB rejection and less arithmetic activity).
Fig. 16 compares the average power of the DCT chip for different types of stimuli ranging from fully correlated (constant)
blocks to random blocks with maximum variance. The “IMAGE
BLOCKS” bars are power averages when the chip is stimulated
from 11 natural test images. We observe that MSB rejection itself can be responsible for up to 55% power savings, with 22%
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TABLE III
PROCESS AND DCT CHIP SPECIFICATIONS

Fig. 15. DCT chip power versus pel standard deviation. Chip measured power
at 1.56 V, 14 MHz. The cycle limits used are shown in Table II. This plot
includes all blocks of 11 natural test images.

Fig. 14. DCT chip schmoo plot.

being more typical for image data. The savings figure will be increased for differential video data (i.e., MPEG) due to increased
correlation (more zeroes and small magnitude numbers present.)
Finally, we wish to establish the relationship between power
dissipation and image coding quality. We used the Peppers
image and picked 11 sets of cycle limits than span the entire
achievable PSNR range for this image (23.99–44.84 dB). We
measured the power that image Peppers dissipates for each
one of the 11 limit sets and plotted the results versus PSNR in
Fig. 17.
Fig. 18 displays the actual compressed images for three
(power, PSNR) datapoints of Fig. 17. Figs. 17 and 18 establish
our claim that the present chip trades off image quality and
power dissipation.
We have used an internally developed power estimator [16],
[11] to calculate the chip power dissipation on a block basis.
Fig. 19 shows the power dissipated by the DCT chip partitioned
among the top-level design modules. The chip has been stimulated with the first 1000 blocks of test image Peppers using
the cycle bounds of Table II. The simulation includes estimated
interconnect capacitance. The total power estimated for this particular data set is 7.4 mW at 1.56 V and 14 MHz.
We observe that according to the power estimation results,
the main clock buffer dissipates most of the chip power (al-

Fig. 16. DCT chip average power comparison for different stimuli. Chip
measured power at 1.56 V, 14 MHz.

Fig. 17. DCT chip average power versus compressed image quality. Chip
measured power at 1.56 V, 14 MHz. The power measurements are for test
image Peppers.

most 37%). Almost 60% of the total clock buffer power is due
to wiring parasitics. The chip pure computation power (stages
0 and 1) are estimated at about 42% of the total (Fig. 19). We
observe that the cost of the MSB rejection control logic is approximately 3-4% of the total (about half of the MSBR+Inhi-
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compared to past DCT processors adjusted for similar process
feature sizes. The activity reduction methods account for a significant portion of this reduction. The remaining savings are attributed to optimized internal arithmetic bitwidths, additional
clock gating, and reduced on-chip latency. Chips [17] and [18]
impose 112 cycles of latency from chip input to chip output. The
latency of the present DCT chip is 97 cycles.
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig. 18. Compressed image quality and power. The displayed images
constitute three of the data points of Fig. 17.

The VLSI implementation of the DCT chip has demonstrated
the suitability of distributed arithmetic structures for low power.
Such structures can reject computation-irrelevant bits in a very
elegant fashion using minimal control overhead and at a very
fine granularity. Moreover, the ROM and accumulator arithmetic units can be used in an approximate processing framework with minimum extra hardware control overhead. Simply
stopping the clock of an RAC before it completes its dot product
computation produces an approximation of its final result with
almost linear power savings. The DCT chip has demonstrated
this property by producing approximate results for nonvisually
significant spectral coefficients and for low activity input data.
In our VLSI implementation, we have observed that power
savings due to MSBR can be as high as 55% (random blocks
versus fully correlated blocks), with 22% being more typical for
still images. The additional power cost of MSBR is 3–4% of the
total chip power. Differential video will result in higher savings
due to the increased presence of zero-valued data. RCC adds an
additional 15% of power savings for minimal PSNR degradation
at the expense of 5-6% more power in additional control logic.
Much higher power savings can be achieved if we are willing
to tolerate more image degradation. Both MSBR and and RCC
account for about 40% of power savings for still images at an
additional combined overhead of 10% for a net power reduction
of 30%. We expect higher power savings for differential video
coding.
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